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Homeless Shelter or Homeless Camp?

(1) Public Objective, Public Analytical, Public/Allegorical What is the advantage to not
having a homeless shelter in your neighborhood vs having a homeless shelter in your
neighborhood. Which one causes property values to go down and how? 1) Explore the
advantages and disadvantages of a homeless shelter in an neighborhood vs a large
homeless population for (2) my neighbors & city 3) imagery and text

What is the advantage to not having a homeless shelter in your neighborhood vs having
a homeless shelter in your neighborhood? Which one causes property values to go
down and how? This interactive project explores the advantages and disadvantages of a
homeless shelter in a neighborhood vs a large homeless population using imagery,
interviews, statistics, and an interactive meant to educate participants about
homelessness.

Visitors will be asked multiple-choice questions about how much they think the value of
homes goes down when the following are in your neighborhood: A homeless center, a
homeless camp, a power plant, a bad school, a strip club, or a high concentration of
renters. New Yorkers will enter their borough and be asked how many homeless shelters
are in their neighborhood and what percentage of homeless in their borough are from
their borough. They will be asked, “why do families enter shelters?” The answers are
tabulated and displayed in a chart along with the correct or estimated answer and a
short verbal and visual lesson about the issue.
In New York City, the law states that no homeless person seeking shelter can be turned
away. (Shelter. ) Shelters range from long-term shelters to overnight shelters. The city
also provides one or two 24-hour drop-in centers in each borough where showers,
meals, and counseling are provided. (NYC Gov)(Homeless drop-in centers. )

Families often become homeless due to a lack of affordable housing, Extreme poverty,
Decreasing government supports, Domestic violence. While adults can be housed in
boarding room style, families have special housing needs and placement of families is
temporary and can often be chaotic, in order to move from one shelter to another,
whether it’s because of a dangerous situation or because they have used up their time,
families need to check out of the system for two days before qualifying for a new
placement.
Many homeless children have a hard time simply getting to school, because they
are exhausted from sleeping in an apartment with more people than beds, or
aren’t able to clean their clothes, or have slept somewhere far from their school,
or have to miss school to attend mandatory appointments with their parents. In
New York City, families who have not yet been found eligible for shelter receive
temporary placements in shelters, often miles from their schools, and are not
able to get school bus service until they are found eligible, a process that can
take anywhere from 10 days to many months. (Shapiro, 2020)

A breakdown of the Department of Homeless Services yearly dashboard in 2019
showed that many districts in New York City do not have shelters, placing a burden on
neighborhoods that have more than one shelter. (Murphy Jarette, 2019)
Often the argument against homeless shelters is based on the idea that a homeless
shelter will lower the value of a neighborhood. The NYC Independent Budget Office
found that the highest value drop was 7.1%

• A residence situated within 500 feet of a congregate shelter for adults sold for
an estimated 7.1 percent less than a similar residence sold at a comparable time
located 500 feet to 1,000 feet from a shelter for adults. In dollar terms, this
means that if a property more than 500 feet from a shelter sold for $1 million, a
comparable residence within 500 feet of a congregate shelter for adults sold for
about $929,000.
• A property located within 500 feet of a shelter for homeless families with
children sold for an estimated 6.4 percent less than a similar residence 500 feet
to 1,000 feet from a shelter for families with children.
• Proximity to multiple shelters had a bigger effect—residences located within
1,000 feet of two or more shelters sold for an estimate (Close to home:
Does proximity to a homeless shelter affect
residential property values in manhattan? )

The National Association of Realtors has determined that housing values can
potentially drop by 12.7 percent when there is a homeless shelter in your neighborhood
but that its impact is actually less than the following: a high concentration of renters, a
strip club, and a bad school, which lowered property values by a whopping 22.2%. (Pan,
2016)

The effect of homeless camps on property values can only be estimated. In addition to
increased crime and drug use, a measure of “curb appeal” is often used to estimate the
value of a home when it goes onto the market.

Common examples of eyesores impacting the curb appear and associated property
values of homes include litter, graffiti, dilapidated structures, polluted areas, excessive
signage, transmission towers, weeds, mud, and feces. (Kil, 2020) Some of these issues
come with homeless camps where there are few if any services provided to reduce
conditions.

It is hard not to come to the conclusion that homeless shelters are better than tent
camps for real estate property values.
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